
Driving revenue
and profitability
from field service

Industrial manufacturing and services



You may have seen some variation of this quote at a business presentation in the past two years:

For years, business was predicated on product and inventory. Now that’s changing, and a large reason it’s changing 
is because it’s relatively easy to build customer interfaces on top of a service idea (that’s essentially what Uber is, for 
example). In field service, we’ve seen this in the past few years with the rise of mobile and Internet of Things technology 
-- those are changing our business models, and will continue to change them even more.

There’s a revenue component to all this, though: in the industrial manufacturing world, revenue generation used to come 
primarily from companies selling products. Now, however, service is a key component of revenue generation; in fact, 
service tends to contribute 10% more margin annually than product does. 

This makes sense: good service means loyal customers, and loyal customers mean more repeat business, potentially at 
higher price points. For years, CFOs tended to pay attention to product. Now CFOs are paying attention to service. That’s a 
major change in terms of the overall ecosystem of how field service fits into an industrial manufacturing organization. 

Knowing all this background, how can field service be a driver of revenue and profitability? 

Here are four ways to drive revenue and profitability from field service: 

1. Institute a customer-obsessed culture
2. Break up silos
3. Focus on your metrics and keep it simple
4. Save money with solutions

Tom Goodwin

Uber, the world’s 
largest taxi 
company, owns
no vehicles. 

Facebook, the 
world’s most 
popular media 
owner, creates no 
content.

Airbnb, the 
world’s largest 
accommodation 
provider, owns no 
real estate.

Alibaba, the most 
valuable retailer, 
has no inventory.

The service component of revenue generation

http://www.fieldone.com/internet-of-things-and-field-service-management-ebook?utm_campaign=Industrial%20Vertical&utm_medium=WP&utm_source=text%20in%20Industrial%20WP


1. Institute a customer-obsessed culture

This has been increasingly discussed in all industries in recent years, but in industrial manufacturing, it’s crucial. Industrial 
manufacturing is rooted in big, expensive machines and processes that can’t suffer a lot of time down or offline. In this 
space, ‘excellent field service’ has to involve making customers happy -- and as noted, the margins that have reduced the 
gap between ‘product’ and ‘service’ as business lines come from happy customers. 

Jeanne Bliss, an expert in customer experience management, recommends that companies develop five proficiencies in 
order to create a customer-obsessed culture. Here are five competencies based on her work:

5 competencies to develop a customer-obsessed culture

Within industrial manufacturing field service specifically, most leaders should be familiar with the last one. ‘Be proactive, 
reliable, and accountable’ means you need to solve a problem before it really is a problem. Good field service -- especially 
when powered by the Internet of Things -- is based on this principle. When done at a truly excellent level, customers 
shouldn’t even need to call you with a problem; you should be on-site adjusting anything that needs fixing before they 
even realize it. 

This customer-obsessed culture concept is crucial in field service because, for years, we dealt with incompatible business 
models. If we had two types of customers -- contract and off-contract -- we essentially had little incentive to visit the 
contractual customers; those visits were pure cost and cut into potential 100% margins (which would result if the customer 
never needed a machine serviced). We had a big incentive to visit off-contract customers because we could shift the 
pricing to cover the cost of the on-site visit and maintenance. We could seemingly always operate at a profit there. 

So, for decades our sales teams were selling contracts, but once the equipment was sold and the contract was inked, we 
had little financial incentive to do the field service aspect. 

Now the modeling is different: we focus on customers of all types and make sure they’re happy. We drive margins 
on those experiences. And we use positive customer experience from service as a way to drive referrals and business 
development. 

All of this starts with being ‘customer-obsessed.’

Manage
customers
as assets1 Prioritize 

customer 
experience2 Listen to your 

customers 
every day3 4 Create a 

“one company” 
culture 5 Be proactive, 

reliable, and 
accountable



2. Break up silos

Here’s a fun little game. We’ll give you a quote and you try to guess when it was said. Ready?

It must be considered that there is nothing more difficult to carry out, nor more doubtful of success nor dangerous to 
handle, than to initiate a new order of things. For the reformer has enemies in all those who profit by the old order, and 
only lukewarm defenders in all those who would profit by the new order, this lukewarm-ness arising partly from fear of 
their adversaries, who have the laws in their favor, and partly from the incredulity of mankind, who does not truly believe in 
anything new until they have had experience of it.

OK. Answer time.

The quote is from Machiavelli -- yes -- and it was said in 1513. Essentially, 500 years ago, people understood the idea of 
business silos -- and Machiavelli knew that any case for innovation and growth has to be tied to the entire organization, 
not just one or two parts. That’s still true today, and the silo concept -- or the idea that different divisions (marketing, 
sales, IT, operations) focus on only their processes and goals, as opposed to thinking about what the company as a whole 
needs to accomplish -- gets in the way of field service’s best revenue-producing efforts. 

Silos are terrible for field service and customer-obsessed cultures because so many different job functions have to work 
together to make it awesome for the customer. Consider:

          Senior managers

          Field service techs

          Dispatchers and routers

           
If ownership of customer experience isn’t clear, or if one of those groups above believes their role is far more crucial, the 
entire system can collapse, customers can be unhappy, and service goes back to taking a major backseat to product.

We don’t want that, so we need to smash silos. Bring people together. Explain the goals. Define the priorities. Let people 
understand who does what, and who owns the entire customer path through service. Without this attempted alignment, 
you will end up running in circles.

Tech and IT

Sales and marketing

https://hbr.org/2011/08/the-first-two-steps-toward-breaking-down-silos/


3. Focus on your metrics and keep it simple

In a 2014 report, McKinsey talks about an energy provider who defined 150 KPIs (key performance indicators) for their 
business. That can seem positive -- we’re often taught in business that more is better -- but internally, there was much 
disagreement about what actually mattered. The business went off the rails for a while until the senior team focused on 
eight (down from 150) that were tied to legitimate growth. With a focus on those eight, overall business performance 
improved.

People all throughout field service are trying to find a strategic advantage in Big Data, be that customer information, 
machine information, or info about their techs. The strategic advantage is there, yes, but it starts with keeping it simple 
and driving data decisions via clarity. You don’t need 150 KPIs. You probably need less than 10. Some KPIs to consider:

          First-time fix rate

          Percentage of billable hours

          Work requests

          Overtime hours

It will vary by organization, but simpler is better here.

Extra orders per field tech

Mean time to repair

Average time to respond
 

http://www.mckinseyonmarketingandsales.com/best-of-both-worlds-customer-experience-for-more-revenues-and-lower-costs


At FieldOne, from Microsoft, we are part of the Microsoft Dynamics service ecosystem. The core tenets of everything 
related to Dynamics are organized along these aspects of the service experience:

● Omni-channel: Engage customers on their terms through their channel of their choice.

● Self-service: Make it easy for customers to solve issues on their own.  

● Agent enablement: Empower agents with a single, unified experience to deliver fast, amazing customer service.

● Field service (that’s where we come in, of course): Deliver world class, intelligent customer experiences in the field
   while maximizing efficiency and minimizing costs.

● Knowledge: Easily connect the right person with the right knowledge at the right time to answer service needs.  

● Service intelligence: Identify trends, anticipate opportunities and gain insight through dashboards, deep analytics and
   powerful data visualization capabilities.

A comprehensive business and technology platform like Dynamics leads to financial savings, improved customer 
relationships, better sales management, and increased confidence in decision-making -- which are four major successes 
for any business. 

It’s important to remember the old adage of ‘time is money’ here: some of your greatest savings with field management 
software will come from increased flexibility, responsiveness, and simply time. Plus, if your various core needs -- 
scheduling, inventory, routing, and billing -- are ‘talking to one another’ and keeping information in one easy-to-access 
central location, that makes day-to-day business much easier at the decision-making level. (Oftentimes, organizations 
without a field management service will have major elements of the business stored in different areas and programs; the 
lack of cohesion hinders effective decision-making.) Having a platform for internal organization will also help reduce cost 
because it saves time and makes information easier to find. (Being interrupted at work by having to find a key resource is 
a huge drain on productivity and, in turn, revenue.) 

By investing in solutions, you will save money in the long run.  

4. Save money with solutions



Conclusion

Research from the Technology Services Industry Association in 2015 showed industry leaders derive more revenue from 
services than the average company:

What you’re seeing there is that revenue ‘pacesetters’ -- the top 15% of companies by revenue growth -- are showing 
revenue share from service at 48%, which is twice what non-pacesetters are showing. These companies see field service as 
an engine of revenue growth and they don’t attempt to outsource any of it; rather, they make service a core competency.

The point is, there’s money to be had within field service in industrial manufacturing -- but it does require some cultural 
changes and alignments that your company may not be caught up with just yet. 

If you need help understanding the process of moving your field service side to revenue growth and profitability, don’t 
hesitate to contact us. We love helping service organizations move to strong revenue development. 
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http://blog.tsia.com/blog/industrial-equipment-moving-from-products-to-services
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Request demo

See how we can help you
drive revenue and profitability
from field service! 

http://bit.ly/21xRJQQ

